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Abstract 

Knowledge synthesis constitutes a key part of evidence-based medicine and a scoping 

review is a type of knowledge synthesis that maps the breadth of literature on a topic. 

Conducting a scoping review is resource-intensive and, as a result, it can be 

challenging to maintain best practises throughout the process. Much of the current 

guidance describes a scoping review framework or broad ways to conduct a scoping 

review. However, little detailed guidance exists on how to complete each stage to 

optimise the process. We present five recommendations based on our experience 

when conducting a particularly challenging scoping review: 1) Engage the expertise 

of a librarian throughout the process, 2) Conduct a truly systematic search, 3) 

Facilitate communication and collaboration, 4) Explore new tools or repurpose old 

ones, and 5) Test every stage of the process. These recommendations add to the 

literature by providing specific and detailed advice on each stage of a scoping review. 

Our intent is for these recommendations to aid other teams that are undertaking 

knowledge synthesis projects. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Scoping reviews are generally undertaken to map the available research in a particular 

area, regardless of study design, and to identify the gaps in existing research. A 

scoping review is a type of knowledge synthesis that uses broad research questions 

and inclusion criteria for choosing relevant papers through an iterative process.[1-3] 

Scoping reviews follow a similar methodology as systematic reviews and require a 

similar amount of time and other resources to reach a high level of quality, but there 

are significant differences between the two approaches.[1,3] First, unlike a systematic 

review a scoping review does not usually involve an assessment of the quality of the 

primary studies. Second, scoping reviews are generally more exploratory than 

systematic reviews. This exploratory approach allows for the synthesis of a greater 

depth and breadth of available literature, making scoping reviews relevant both in 

emerging areas of research in which literature may be scarce and in established areas 

of research to obtain a broad sense of the extent of currently available evidence. 

Although scoping reviews are an increasingly popular methodology, there are few 

details in the literature about how to optimally conduct a scoping review. Two key 

papers on the conduct of scoping reviews[1,2] and the Joanna Briggs Institute 

reviewers’ manual[4] are often cited as guidance; however, none of these resources 

provides step-by-step guidance on putting the framework into practice. We believe 

that the sharing of our experiences will be helpful for others interested in undertaking 

this type of review. Therefore, in this paper, we will share five recommendations and 

lessons learned through our scoping review in paediatric palliative care to aid other 

researchers in conducting scoping reviews.[5] 

METHODS 

Throughout the process of our scoping review, we were challenged by the broad 

scope of our research question and by the lack detailed guidance for scoping reviews. 
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These challenges led to difficulties both in accessing the literature and in balancing 

best practises in scoping reviews with available resources. After completing our 

scoping review, we conducted a round-table discussion with all team members to 

determine what aspects of our process facilitated the successful completion of our 

review. These suggestions were refined in subsequent team meetings and we then 

condensed them into five recommendations that we believe will aid other teams in 

optimising the scoping review process. 

RESULTS 

Our five key recommendations focus on the need for teams to: 1) engage the expertise 

of a librarian throughout the process; 2) conduct a truly systematic search; 3) create 

opportunities to collaborate and communicate as a team; 4) explore new research 

management tools, or re-purpose old ones; and 5) test every stage. 

Recommendation 1: Engage the expertise of a librarian throughout the process 

Although many teams that conduct knowledge syntheses consult a librarian or 

information professional for training when creating a search strategy, we recommend 

that scoping review teams should have a high level of librarian collaboration from the 

earliest stages of the project. The skills and knowledge a librarian brings to scoping 

reviews can help researchers develop a protocol that is both feasible and 

fundable.[6,7] Therefore, a librarian should be an active member of the research team 

from the project’s inception. Greater librarian involvement in knowledge syntheses 

has also been shown to increase both the quality of the reporting and the use of 

recommended search methods.[8-10] The librarian should work closely with other 

team members to create the search strategy. Inclusion criteria need to be developed 

and terms appropriate to the databases to be searched must be identified. Depending 

on the research question and the area of study, this search can be a complex process. 
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Critical errors in search strategies are frequent and can lead to relevant studies being 

missed.[11] 

Additionally, we recommend that, whenever possible, the librarian should take part in 

all aspects of the knowledge synthesis through an embedded role.[6,7] The embedded 

librarian may not only create the search strategy but also aid in evaluating tools, 

maintaining process documents, advocating for the use of best practises, and writing 

and/or editing the methods section of the resulting manuscript. We recognise that the 

level of librarian involvement is dependent, at least to some extent, on the level of 

support offered at a researcher’s institution, as well as on the senior reviewer’s 

expertise. Thus, we suggest that when the expertise is not already included on the 

team, then a research team should access the highest level of librarian support 

available to them, either through their institution or by including funding to hire a 

librarian on a contract basis. See Table 1 for our recommendations mapped to the 

extension of the scoping review framework by Levac et al.[2] In addition, see the 

supplementary material for an overview of our project and more detailed examples 

from our project for this recommendation. 

Recommendation 2: Conduct a truly systematic search 

Scoping review searches are iterative and take part in three stages: 1) An initial 

scoping search of key databases to identify relevant studies to be used in creating a 

final search strategy; 2) A comprehensive search of databases and other sources that is 

developed using the studies identified in the scoping search; and 3) A search of the 

reference lists in studies that have already been identified in order to find additional 

studies.[4] Although it is considered best practise to search other types of literature 

that would not be found in commercial databases so as to create a truly systematic 

search and decrease publication bias in the final results, knowledge syntheses often do 

not include grey literature or supplementary searching.[3,12] Grey literature is non-
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commercially published literature, such as government reports, theses, and clinical 

trial registries, that is not normally available in typical databases. Hand searching, a 

form of supplementary searching, is manual searching, for example physically 

combing the table of contents of conference abstract books or print journals. 

Scoping review searches should be as comprehensive as possible within time and 

resource constraints.[4] We recommend that when developing scoping review 

protocols, researchers build in the needed time and resources, including financial 

support, so they can access the grey literature and use techniques such as citation 

chaining to identify studies that are unlikely to be discovered in commercial 

databases. It is not uncommon for the literature in an area to be dispersed across 

speciality and subspecialty journals and so it can be more difficult to identify studies, 

even with a comprehensive search strategy. For example, the 291 studies included in 

our scoping review had been published in 112 different journals. Therefore, it is 

important to make best efforts to access as much material as possible and not limit the 

search to only those papers that are easily accessible. 

Citation chaining involves using databases such as Web of Science or Google Scholar 

to search the reference lists in both a published study and the publications in which 

the study is cited and it can be particularly helpful in identifying missed studies. In 

our study, we found 108 of our 291 included studies by using citation chaining. This 

process can be particularly useful in knowledge syntheses when at least one area of 

the question is not well-defined in the literature. 

Researchers should carefully consider the benefits of conducting a thorough search of 

the grey literature, for example, clinical trial registries, theses and dissertations, and 

conference proceedings. Sometimes few studies may be published in commercial 

databases due to the lack of high-level evidence in the area. Many fields and 
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researchers publish study results through other means such as conference proceedings, 

government data, or unpublished trial data. Even though many of the studies 

identified through this approach might not be included in the final synthesis as they 

are only published as abstracts, they may help researchers identify the underlying data 

sources as well as other full-length study reports and research currently being 

conducted in the field. We believe it is important to have as systematic a search as 

possible and these search methods allow for a high degree of confidence that all 

potentially relevant publications have been found. Recommendation 3: Facilitate 

collaboration and communication with all team members 

Knowledge synthesis should be a team project with team members who have 

complementary content expertise and various levels of experience adding different 

strengths to the project. Throughout the process of our scoping review, we held 

monthly meetings to provide updates and to discuss any questions or challenges team 

members might have been facing. Our team was geographically dispersed so we held 

our meetings using tele-conferencing software, which also allowed for team members 

to join when travelling or otherwise not in their office. The librarian attended all team 

meetings to provide expertise on best practises and to provide input so that the team 

could come to consensus on decisions that needed to be taken. These monthly team 

meetings served as an opportunity to discuss next steps, demonstrate new tools to be 

used, and raise questions and areas for discussion. During our screening and review 

phase, we met as a team to discuss unresolved conflicts. Resolving such conflicts as a 

team, rather than only in discussion with the relevant reviewers, can lead to 

meaningful discussion amongst the team that allows researchers to refine and clarify 

the inclusion criteria. For team members who are not content experts in the topic of 
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the review (e.g. students and research assistants), these discussions can provide a 

better understanding of the field of study. 

Additionally, when planning the final collation and summary of our results, we 

created slides to guide team discussion. In subsequent meetings, we used iterative 

slides that were updated based upon team feedback. Slides allowed us to have visual 

representations of our results and facilitated our discussions about the areas that were 

key for including in our final synthesis. These meetings sparked discussion and led to 

new areas of investigation or more detailed investigations to be discussed by the team 

in the next meeting. The final version of the slides was used as a framework to write 

the results of our scoping review. 

Recommendation 4: Explore new research management tools, or re-purpose old 

ones 

The large amount of data obtained during a scoping review means that tracking is 

paramount to ensure that everything is clearly and fully documented throughout the 

process. For example, an initial search often produces thousands of potential 

documents that must then be narrowed down to the final ones that are retained in the 

knowledge synthesis report. This focus on tracking is especially pertinent for scoping 

reviews because the extent of the extant research may be unknown and relevant 

studies may be found in a variety of different fields and sources. There are multiple 

phases within a scoping review and researchers must pay close attention to 

documenting all aspects of the process. 

In the past, scoping reviews were conducted using a reference manager and/or Excel 

for all phases;[1] however, these tools have their limitations, especially when 

managing large volume of references. Many teams, like ours, are geographically 

dispersed and so a system may be required that allows all members to take part in 

each phase despite their location. Further, the various phases in scoping reviews 
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require different approaches and so a single, inexpensive tool is often insufficient to 

use throughout the process. A number of tools have been specifically designed to help 

with the phases in systematic/scoping reviews and their use can result in a smoother, 

more efficient, and more effective process. Many are subscription-based and so 

researchers need to include the cost when budgeting for the study. However, there are 

several free tools available, although some have limited functionality. For our review, 

we used abstrackr for the title and abstract screening, Rayyan for the full-text review, 

and REDCap for data extraction.[12-14] See the supplementary material for more 

detail on how we used each tool for each stage of our review. 

There are other available, free tools that offer support for all or most of the stages of a 

knowledge synthesis, including protocol development, title and abstract screening, 

full-text review, and data extraction. Two free tools that may be of interest to review 

teams are CADIMA and colandr; two paid subscription tools are Covidence and 

DistillerSR.[15-18] See Table 2 for a comparison of the functionality of these tools. 

Recommendation 5: Test every stage 

The results obtained from a scoping review are only as good as the process used by 

the researchers who conduct the review. Thus, it is critical that the process is refined 

and tested at multiple points to ensure that it is as optimal as possible. There are 

multiple ways to test the process and we offer a few that worked well in our project 

and that other researchers might find useful. 

During construction, the search strategy can be tested in several ways. To ensure that 

the search is comprehensive enough, the librarian can test to see if a list of “perfect 

papers” (i.e., already identified papers the team knows should be included in the final 

results) are included in the search results. The omission of some “perfect papers” from 

the search indicates that more controlled vocabulary or keywords are necessary to 

ensure the completeness of the search. Researchers can also select random citations 
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and screen them to test the precision of the search – we found that testing 100 

citations was sufficient for our purposes. If after this change only a few citations of 

interest are retrieved, then consider deleting controlled vocabulary and keywords that 

are too broad. Researchers also could add an additional search concept (a new group 

of controlled vocabulary terms and keywords), which makes the search more specific 

by adding another search concept that narrows the scope of the search. 

It also is important to test each stage of screening, review, and data extraction. We 

recommend conducting tests using 5-10% of the total number of citations each time, a 

number that we found to be sufficient but not overwhelming, to allow the team to gain 

experience with any new tools and to ensure that all reviewers understand the 

inclusion criteria. To create a pilot phase, we decided on 100 references and selected 

random references or full-text studies using Endnote to ensure that they were 

representative.[19] During the testing phase, team members reviewed the smaller 

number of citations independently then discussed any discrepancies in their decision 

to retain or discard a particular reference, as already discussed above. 

CONCLUSION 

Scoping reviews are resource-intensive and as a result can present challenges to 

maintaining best practises. But some of the challenges, for example, the broad scope 

of the research question and the need for various approaches within each phase in 

scoping reviews can be mitigated, if not resolved, by attending to the five 

recommendations we offered: to engage the expertise of a librarian from the inception 

of a project, to conduct a truly systematic search, to create opportunities to collaborate 

and communicate as a team, to explore new tools or repurpose old ones, and to test 

every stage of the process. Our hope is that these recommendations will be useful for 

others conducting knowledge synthesis in any area of health care. 
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Table 1: Recommendations organised by Framework Stage from Levac et al. 

(2010) 

Framework 

Stage 
Suggested Actions (Corresponding Recommendation Number) 

1. Identifying the 

research 

question 

• Enlist Librarian support from the beginning of the project for search 

expertise and methodological guidance. (1) 

• Conduct a scoping database search to familiarise your team with the 

literature and refine your question and your inclusion criteria. (1,5) 

2. Identifying 

relevant 

studies 

• Have a Librarian create your search strategy in collaboration with your 

team members. (1) 

• Test your search by seeing if “perfect papers” are included in your 

search or by screening 100 references to test the balance of the search. 

(5) 

• Plan and conduct a truly systematic search that includes grey literature 

and hand searching. (2) 

• Conduct citation chaining from your included studies. (2) 

3. Study 

selection 
• Seek advice from your Librarian on how to maintain best practises and 

balancing resources if your search yield is high – we included a phase 

of single screening as a first step to eliminate noise. (1) 

• Research and try new tools to help make the study selection more 

efficient. (4) 

• Pilot each phase by randomly selecting 5-10% of your references/full-

text and having all team members independently screen/review the 

same ones. (5) 

• Decide all conflicts through team consensus to help refine the 

inclusion criteria and to help increase all team members’ 

understanding. (3) 

4. Charting the 

data 
• Consider new tools or repurpose ones you already use to make data 

extraction more efficient - we suggest REDcap. (4) 

• Pilot your data extraction instrument by choosing 5-10% of your 

included studies and having all team members extract the same data. 

(5) 

• Hold frequent team meetings throughout this process to discuss 

challenges or areas of uncertainty. (3) 

5. Collating, 

summarising, 

and reporting 

the results 

• Consider collating the results as a first step in more team-friendly 

formats rather than a paper – we used slides to present to the team 

during meetings that we updated based on feedback. (3,4) 
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Table 2: Comparison of the Functionality of Selected Review Tools 

 

 
Excel 

Reference 

Manager 
abstrakr Rayyan REDCap CADIMA colandr Covidence1 DistillerSR1 

Supports protocol 

development 
No No No No No Yes No No No 

De-duplicates 

references 
Somewhat2 Yes No Somewhat2 No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Title and abstract 

screening 
Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Full-text review Somewhat3 Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Data extraction Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Tracks and provides 

data to fill out 

PRIMSA Flow-chart 

No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

1Require paid subscriptions; 2references need to be deleted one by one; 3full-text must be organised and stored separately. 

 


